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Abstract

This note is concerned with the explicit symbolic

computation of expressions involving differential op-

erators and their actions on functions. The deriva-

tionof specialized numerical algorithms, the explicit

symbolic computation of integrals of motion, and the

explicit computation of normal forma for nonlinear

systems all require such computations. More pre-

cisely, if R = It[xl, . . . . ZN], where k = R or C, F

denotes a differential operator with coefficients from

R, and g E R, we describe data structures and algo-

rithms for efficiently computing F . g. The basic idea

is to impose a multiplicative structure on the vec-

tor space with basis the set of finite rooted trees and

whose nodes are labeled with the coefficients of the

differential operators. Cancellations of two trees with

r + 1 nodes translates into cancellation of O(Nr) exp-

ressions involving the coefficient functions and their

derivatives.

1 Introduction

This note is concerned with the explicit symbolic

computation of expressions involving differential op-

erators and their actions on functions. The derivation

of specialized numerical algorithms [5], the explicit
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symbolic computation of integrals of motion [17], and

the explicit computation of normal forms for nonlin-

ear systems [13] all require such computations, The

following problem is interesting, since in the cases just

mentioned cancellations take place.

Problem. Let R = h[zl, . . . . Zff], wherek = Ror C,

let F denote a differential operator with coefficients

from R, and let g E R, Compute F . g using as few

operations as possible.

In this note, we specialize the algorithms in [11],

[12] and [9] to differential operators F with polyno-

mial coefficients and to polynomial rings R and apply

the calculus for illustrative purposes to a version of

Duffing’s equation. By restricting to the special case

of polynomial data, it is possible to refine the calculus

described in our earlier work.

The basic idea is to introduce a data structure in-

volving trees to code the effect of higher order ver-

sions of Leibntz’s rule. Essential properties of this

data structure are described in Theorem 3.1. These

data structures naturally lead to algorithms which are

more efficient than naive ones, since the cancellation

of two trees with r + 1 nodes is equivalent to the can-

cellation of O(iVr) terms from R. These algorithms

are described in Theorem 3.2 and the subsequent re-

marks.

This problem is commonly attacked by viewing the

higher order derivations which arise as elements of a

tensor space and reducing the computations to ques-

tions about linear algebra. This approach is illus-

trated in [6] and [17]. The computations of higher or-

der derivations requires a lot of bookkeeping. Combi-

natorial approaches have also been used to keep track

of this [14], [15], [16]. In contrast, our viewpoint is

algebraic and exploits the natural algebraic structure

that trees enjoy.

Section 2 contains a motivating example. Section 3

describes our data structures and algorithms and Sec-

tion 4 applies them to our original example.
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2 A simple example

Consider a nonlinear differential equation with poly-

nomial coefficients of the form

i(t) = F(z(t)), z(O) = ic” c RN. (1)

To be explicit, write 1’ as

p~=l P1, P2=1

N

P1, P2,P3=1

where b$; , .,Ph c R and at most a finite number are

nonzero. The explicit symbolic computation of series

approximating the solutions of Equation 1 in terms

of the coefficients b~l, b;;, b~; ,P3, . . . . etc. is straight-

forward, but expensive. Typically, cancellation takes

place, An interesting problem is to introduce a data

structure, and an algorithm which takes advantage of

it, to exploit cancellations to reduce the cost of com-

puting series which approximate the solutions of the

equation.

To be more precise, consider the following version

of Duffing’s equation:

Example 2.1

This is a simplified model describing the buckling of

a beam, with a cubic nonlinearity. Here Z1 denotes

the deflection of the beam from equilibrium, X2 is the

velocity of the beam at this point, and ~1 and q2 are

constants. The following function is conserved

in the sense that the map t w h(zl(t), r2(t)) is con-

stant along any solution tI--+(xl(t),z2(t))of the sys-

tem,

It is useful for symbolic computations to view this

system algebraically. To do this, introduce the differ-

ential operator

which can be viewed as acting as a derivation on the

polynomial algebra, R[xl, x2], for example. From

this view point, to check that the energy h

served to order r + 1, it is sufficient to check

F . hlc(o) = O,. . .,Fr . hlx(o) = O.

is con-

that

(4)

We return now to the general case of the nonlinear

system 1. Consider next the derivation of a multi-

step numerical algorithm to integrate the system, Fix

a step size 6 and write Xn = (Xy,..., x~ ) for the

approximation to the trajectory z(t) of the system

at time t = nfi. By choosing constants CIO, . . . . CYr

suitably the update

Xn = CXOIY-1+ 6alF(z”-1) + &@’(&-2)

+... + 6aj.F(xn-r), for n ~ 1

approximates the discrete time Taylor flow

Xn = XTZ-l
+ 7F(&-1),

where

~F = ~F+gDF ~
‘2! “

+;(D2F(F, F)+DF .DF F)+ ...

to order r, and hence the flow of the orginal system to

the same order. Multi-step methods are easy to derive

in a variety of ways. One of the simplest, but not the

most efficient, is to use the method of undetermined

coefficients. Define the vector field G by

G = CYOG’O+ &rlGI + . ..+ chY,Gr,

where

GO = –6F+;DF. F

-~(D2F(F, F)+ DFDFF)+

GI = F–6DF. F

+;(D2F(F, F)+ DF” DF” F)+””

Gz = F–26DF. F

(26)2 (DZF(F, F) + DF DF . F) + ~~
+ 2!

G. = F–rtiDF. F

(r$)2(DZF(F, F) + DF . DF . F) + ~~~
+~

Then the algorithm is order r in case the constants

are chosen so that

TF – G = 0(6’+ 1). (5)

We return to these computations in the last section.
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3 The algebra of Cayley trees

In this section, we define an algebra structure on

spaces of trees and describe algorithms to simplify

expressions involving differential operators. The re-

lation between trees and differential operators goes

back at least as far as Cayley [3] and [4]. The work

most closely related to the view point taken here is

Butcher’s use of trees to analyze Runge-Kutta algo-

rithms [1] and [2].

Let k denote the real or complex numbers. By a

tree we will mean a finite rooted tree, Let 7 be the

set of finite rooted trees, and let k{T} be the k-vector

space which has T as a basis.

We now define an algebra structure on k{7}. Sup-

pose that al, Uz c 7 are trees. Let q, . . .. ~, be

the children of the root of al. If U2 has n + 1 nodes

(counting the root), there are (n+ 1)’ ways to attach

the r- subtrees of al which have rl, . . . . rr as roots to

the tree U2 by making each ri the child of some node

of U2. The product 01U2 is defined to be the sum of

these (n+l)r trees. It can be shown that this product

is associative, and that the trivial tree consisting only

of the root is a right and left unit for this product.

The algebra k{7} is graded: k{7}n has as basis all

trees with n + 1 nodes.

It can also be shown that if each node of the tree

(except for the root) is labeled, then the same product

turns the vector space k{,C7}, whose basis consists of

labeled trees, into a graded algebra. The multiplica-

tion is illustrated in Figure 4. For details, see [10].

We summarize this discussion with the following the-

orem.

Theorem 3.1 (i) The vector space k{T} with basis

the set of finite rooted trees is a graded algebra. (ii)

The vector space k{,CT] with basis the set of finite

rooted trees, all of whose nodes (except for the root)

are labeled, is a graded algebra.

Setup. Let R denote the polynomial ring k[$l, . . . .

XN], Assume that we are given derivations F, G,

. . . of R, as in Equation 2, whose coefficients are re-

spectively b~:,,,,,p, Cfi:,,,,,flj, . . . E k. Let B = k{ CT}

denote the Cayley algebra of trees labeled with the

symbols b, c, ., . and the symbol Z. Let A denote

the free associative algebra over k generated by F,

G , . . . Then since A is free, it is easy to check that
the map defined in Figure 1 on the generators F, G,

. . . extends to an algebra homorphism ~ : A - B.

We now define an action of the algebra of Cayley
trees

B = k{/CT}

Figure 1: The image under q5of the generator F of

A.

on the ring R which captures the action of trees as

higher derivations. This is illustrated in Figure 2.

The action is defined using the map

@ : k{,C7} + Endk R,

as follows:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Given a labeled, ordered tree a with m+ 1 nodes,

assign the root the number O and assign the re-

maining nodes the numbers 1, . . . . m. Identify

the node with the number assigned to it. To

node j associate a dummy summation index Pj.

Denote (pl, . . . . pm) by p.

Let j be a node of u, and let /, . . . . /’ be the

children of j, labeled with a symbol b, c, . . . rep-

resenting a derivation of R. Define R(j; P) as

follows:

(a) If the node j is labeled with Z, set R(j, P) =

DP, . . . DP,, x~j.

(b) If the node j is labeled with b, say, set

R(j, p) = DP1 . “ “ DP,, b;;...W1, .

Define

O(a) = ~ R(m;P)R(l;P)R(O;p).
pl,...,pm=l

Extend @ to all of k{,CZ_} by linearity.

The following theorem follows directly from this

construction.

Theorem 3.2 Lei R denote the polynomial algebra

I@, ! ,., zAr]. Let B denote the algebra of Cayley

trees k{ L’T). Then R is a B-module with respect to

the action defined by + and satisjies

(n)(f) = a(f)r(f), o, T E B, f 6 R.

Moreover, if u, T c k{7},, then the cancellation u –

r = O implies that 2Nr terms in End~ R cancel.

Remark 3.1 Note that +(a) is O, if the tree a con-

tains a node labeled x which has two or more children

labeled with b, c, . . . representing one of the deriva-

tions. Note also that the number of children of the

root of a determine the degree of the differential op-

erator defined by t(a).
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Ab,l

x,2 x,3

b,4 b,5

Figure 2:

The tree is sent by @to the following first order differential
operator

@l=l,..., P5=l

N

Here DP is equal to & and a node is labeled with a

symbol together with an integer indicating the subscript

of its summation index.

Remark 3.2 Since A is generated by symbols F, G,

. . . representing derivations of R, there is natural map

X: A--+ Endk R

defined by sending the formal expression to the higher

order derivation of R it represents. The maps are

defined so that the following diagram commutes:

A+B

\l (6)

Endh R

Remark 3,3 Simple examples involving the simplifi-

cation of expressions in A, such as arised in the first

section, show that it is often more efficient to com-

pute using the algebra B than directly in the algebra

A.

4 Some Applications

In this section, we describe two applications of the

Cayley algebra of trees to the symbolic computa-
tion of expressions arising in the analysis of Duffing’s

Equation 3 described in Section 2.

Example 4.1 We begin by describing how the alge-

bra of Cayley trees can be used to compute conserved

functions. Figure 3 illustrates the Cayley trees asso-

ciated with 4(F). Figure 4 illustrates some of the
trees that arise when computing F . F. Denote the

sum of trees in Figure 4

~ of the form

N

f=fo+ ~.fp,d”

by u. Then ~(a) ~~ = O, for

N

+ ~ f,l,,,xp’x”’

P1=l, P2=1

Figure 3:

The image 4(F) of the Duffing operator in the algebra

of Cayley trees. Note that b; = –VI, b; = 1, b~ll =

–VZ, and all the other coefficients are O.

Figure 4:

Some of the trees in the Cayley algebra that arise

when computing F . F.

yields

pi,...,pe=l
N

Here IV = 2. The equations for the other trees arising

in F . F are handled in the same way. Note that this

calculus can be used in this way to compute whether

a given function f i,s conserved to a specified order

and to compute the equations specifying the relations

among the coefficients for a function f with undeter-

mined coefficients.

Example 4.2 In this example, we show how the Cay-

ley calculus of trees can be used to derive specialized

integration algorithms. First view the differential op-

erator F specifying the dynamics of the Duffing sys-

tem as the sum of two operators I’. + F1, where

(3 a
F. = XZ—– —

axl ‘lX1 ax2

F1 =
a

a(z)—,
ax2

a(x) = –?72Z; .

Note that the system x = F. (x(t)) is a linear system

and can be explicitly integrated. “Freezing” the coef-
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ficient a(z) of F1, yields a system F which is explicitly

integrable. Let

~(~)(Y) = FO+ dy)~l

denote this sytem and let tI+ z(t)= exp(Y(F)(y)] “

X“ denote the corresponding solution through the ini-

tial point Z“. The computation of ~(t) does not re-

quire an integration, but simply the evaluation of a
sine and cosine. Consider now a multi-step integra-

tion algorithm of the form

~k+l
= exp(6a07(F)(#)) exp(6alX(F)(xk-1))

. exp(&&(F)(&-2)) exp(6a3F(F)(~k))#.

To determine the constants ~i c R, we can simply

use the Cayley algebra of trees to compute

(TF-G). (zY), p=l,...,lv,

where

G = exp(tiao~(~)(xk ) exp(6a17(F)(~k-1 )
1 1. exp(6cr2F(F)(z ‘2)) exp(60&(F)(z ))

and we view x~ as a coordinate function. This gives

equations for the unknown CYi. It turns out that

17 –4 5 121

‘o=ti’ al=y’ a2=fi’ ‘3=72
—.

See [7] and [8] for a further description of these types

of algorithms.
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